Crystals for crystal grids
Sacred Heart Lemurian Mary Magdelene quartz

Sacred Heart Lemurian quartz is found in Brazil. It is a Lemurian within the energy of
Agnitite, Golden Healer and Mary Magdalene. This beautiful crystal helps you to awaken
the Divine Light within you, making your heart powerful and your love increasing in
power. The love for yourself, but also the love for everything around you. The love of
your Sacred heart that is slightly above your heart chakra. This crystal is connected with
the divine feminine light in the line of Mary Magdelene. Quan Yin and Isis.
Sacred Heart Lemurians have a cleansing and healing effect on the soul and all bodies.
They work through the light of "All That Is", breaking through old patterns and
connecting you to the highest level of who you are. Old limiting thinking patterns are
transformed in the light of this crystal, vitality increases and your heart will be full of
joy. So very good for healing traumatic experiences or feelings of guilt. This crystal gives
deep inner joy. It opens the "inner knowing" and reminds us that love is our foundation,
our life force and the driving energy of our Universe. This crystal radiates into our cells
and teaches that love is the key to healing body and soul, making this Sacred Heart
Crystal a truly New Time Crystal. It helps us to remember and to step into our true
creative power and to start living who we really are. This is a beautiful Master Crystal
that has now been found because it can help us shape the New Earth.
Orange Calcite

Orange Calcite is a spiritual stone that is connected to the Yellow/orange Ray that
brings your body into a higher vibration and healing and brings you into contact with all
facets of your own divinity in order to live in spiritual freedom. The stone brings
rejuvenation, harmony and love and strengthens the immune system. Orange Calcite has

a particularly soothing and warming effect on your second chakra and belly area. The
stone gives confidence and is also very good for children. In severe illness, it stimulates
the processing process and gives strength to deal with the disease.
Calcite in general is a powerful enhancer and cleanser of energy. In a room, it removes
negative energies from the environment and increases your energy level. Calcite is an
active crystal that accelerates development and growth. It is a spiritual stone that is
connected to the higher consciousness. It accelerates spiritual development.
On a psychological level, calcite connects the emotions with the intellect. Returns hope
and motivation and fights laziness and helps to become more energetic. Calcite calms
the mind and strengthens memory. Calcite relieves emotional stress and increases selfconfidence. Calcite cleans, balances and energizes the chakras. Good for skeleton and
bones and joints. Relieves intestinal and skin diseases and stimulates blood clotting and
tissue repair. Strengthens the immune system.
Blue Chalcedony

Blue Chalcedony is a stone with great healing properties and its gentle energy is cooling
and calming and provides peace of mind. It is particularly effective in activating and
healing the throat chakra and makes it easier to express feelings. This mystical stone
enables you to come to your higher self, so that you will discover more and more pieces
of yourself, but also understand the other better. Very good with people who feel
misunderstood. This is a stone that supports and nourishes and neutralizes anger,
infections and inflammation. It helps you with repressed feelings that arise from the fear
of rejection from both childhood and adulthood. Blue Chalcedony dissolves old patterns
of oppression and encourages a new way of expression. This stone can offer a solution
for everything related to the throat, laryngitis, angina, colds, talking, swallowing,
emotion, grief. Also good for bone development, strengthens teeth and molars, but also
for rheumatism-like pains. Also good for problems with the shoulders and neck, a
malfunctioning thyroid gland and the lymphatic system. Reduces fever and removes
blockages in the nervous system. In healing with sound, this stone helps to focus and
directs sound to the right place. He helps you to be in the Now.

Golden Healer

Golden Healer is a stone with a very high vibration. He brings the Christ consciousness
to Earth. It is in tune with the Flame of Resurrection which has a golden yellow, orange
glow. It is a Master Crystal and Healer bringing spiritual abundance and taking the
healing power of quartz to another level. Golden Healer quartz naturally contains Bioscalar waves that provide healing on both a multidimensional and cellular level. This
changes your cells and your blueprint to the most optimal form, decoding harmful
patterns in your ancestral DNA timeline. It brings balance to your cells at the cellular
level and protects the body's matrix from electromagnetic radiation. These Bio-scalar
waves activate the chakras and meridians and heal the etheric blueprint on the mindmatter area, after which the body can heal. This helps for big changes in your life to
happen with little effort.
Tiger iron

Tiger iron is a combination of Hematite, Tiger eye and Jasper, which provides grounding,
protecting and nurturing energies.
Tiger iron gives the feeling of a woollen blanket around you, which protects you against
external influences, including black magic. He makes people alert, puts people into
perspective and makes it possible to take people as they are, without a pattern of
expectation. In case of severe pains, sprains, stick the stone on the pain area. The tiger
iron provides grounding and forgiving, energies it is a stone of inner knowing. It
uncramps improves blood circulation in the legs with varicose veins or shop window
legs, stimulates a better blood production and helps with fatigue. Furthermore, it has a
cleansing and stimulating effect on the liver or bad digestion. You can also drink the
water from it. It strengthens bone structure, joints and is good for teeth, molars and
eyes. Good for children of young people who need grounding and protection. Good for

ADHD. Tiger iron provides more decisiveness and teaches you to speak clearly and gives
you the strength to express your own opinion. Helps you realize your ideals.

